
ZOOM 

 

Ak v dohodnutý termín nemáš prístup k internetu za 

účelom  videohodiny, vypracované úlohy pošli na 

emailovú adresu do 30.04.2020  

( tkacova.vladimira@gmail.com).  
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ACTIVE: 
          PODMET    SLOVESO V ČINNOM RODE       PREDMET 

Power stations burn fossil fuels.  

 

PASSIVE:  
      PODMET 

Fossil fuels ____________ by power stations. 

 
       PODMET     SLOVESO V TRPNOM  RODE                 PREDMET 

 Fossil fuels are burnt by power stations. 

 



PODMET                   SLOVESO V TRPNOM  RODE                                   PREDMET 

 Fossil fuels are burnt by power stations. 

 

SLOVESO TO BE                     minulé príčastie - 

 (am, is, are)               past participle  ( burnt ) 

 

Infinitive          Simple past     Past participle 

    burn                  burnt                burnt 



 

1. Cars release a lot of CO2. 

 

A lot of CO2 is released by cars. 

 

2. Satellites photograph forest fires.  

 

Forest fires are photographed by satellites.  

 

- ed 



1. I clean the room every day. 

The room .................. every day by me. 

 are cleaned 

 cleans 

 is cleaned 

 clean 

2. The factory makes paper from wood. 

Paper .................... from wood by the factory. 

 made 

 is made 

 make 

 are made 

3. Everyone understands English. 

English ________________ by everyone. 

  is understood 

  has been understood 

  was understood 

 

 



1. Spanish teaches | is taught in most schools 
in Britain. ..................................  

2. Baseball and basketball is played | are 
played in many places in Cuba. 
..................................  

3. In Turkey tea isn't drunk | don't drink with 
milk. ..................................  

4. Bad news are published | is published 
more often than good news. 
..................................  

5. The man is cut by | with a knife. 
..................................  



 

 

 

1. Thomas washes the dishes. -->  

The dishes ____________________ by Thomas. 

 

2. Frank feeds the dogs. -->  

The dogs ______________________ by Frank. 

 

3. Maria prepares the food. -->  

The food ______________________ by Maria. 

 

4. David cleans the kitchen. -->  

The kitchen  ___________________by David. 

 

5. My father pays the bills. -->  

The bills  _____________________by my father. 

 

 



6. The gardener trims the bushes. -->  

The bushes  ________________by the gardener. 

 

7. Helen sets the table. -->  

The table _________________ by Helen. 

 

8. My mother waters the plants. -->  

The plants  ________________by my mother. 

 

9. Arthur does the laundry. -->  

The laundry______________  by Arthur. 

 

10. My uncle drives us to school. -->  

We  to school______________ by my uncle. 



 They often listen to music. →        

 She is reading the newspaper now. →        

 These cars are produced in Japan. →        

 Alan teaches geography. →        

German is spoken in Austria. →        

 Lots of houses were destroyed by the 
earthquake in 1906. →        

Henry Ford invented the assembly line. 
→        

 The bus driver was hurt yesterday. →        

 You should open your workbooks. →         

 


